Moodle Methods
Are you interested in creating material for your students that allows them to follow a path of knowledge
and subsequently answer questions about that material in one tidy package?
The Lesson Module in Moodle allows content creation with embedded assessment.
Lesson Basics
There are two main sections for a lesson, a content page and a question page.
You can create content pages for information you wish to deliver to students. Interspersed, or following
the appropriate content pages, you can add question pages to test knowledge of the reviewed content.
Creating a lesson can be as simple as a continue or next button at the bottom of a content page and a
question page following all content to review.
More advanced Lesson users can create adaptive and student directed learning by creating advanced
navigation within the lesson.
Lesson Settings
The settings of a lesson determine the overall structure. Here you will determine the number of answers
the question pages will contain, whether to show students a progress bar, a grade, and all other settings.
Lesson Building
Add content page—this is where the meat of the material goes; text, video, images, etc.
 Determine Jump to— where will they go after this page? This is where it can become more advanced
or stay quite linear.
Add question page– this is where you add from a variety of question types (not the same as Quiz
question types)
 Determine Jump to—this is chosen for each answer. Right answers may go the next page or a
particular page; wrong answers may stay on the same page to allow them to try again.
Adding additional pages– you can add a new content or question page after any of the existing pages
by simply selecting add a new page from the actions menu.
Finishing Lesson– to finish the lesson, choose End of Lesson from the Jump menu on any pages that
should end after that page.

